ABSTRACT. In this text we prove that if a smooth cubic in P 5 has its
INTRODUCTION
In the article [BG] the authors were discussing the kernel of the pushforward homomorphism at the level of algebraically trivial one cycles modulo rational equivalence, induced by the closed embedding of a smooth hyperplane section of a cubic fourfold into the cubic itself. It has been proved that the kernel of this homomorphism is countable when we consider a very general hyperplane section. It was a natural question at that time that can we formulate the rationality problem of a very general cubic fourfold in terms of this kernel. That is what is the obstruction to rationality in terms of the kernel.
In [GS] [theorem 7.5] it has been proved that if the ground field k is such that the class of the affine line is not a zero divisor in the Grothendieck ring of varieties over k and if the cubic fourfold is rational then the Fano variety of lines on the cubic fourfold is birational to the Hilbert scheme of two points on a K3 surface. This is the starting points of this paper. Although it is a point to be noted that this assumption is false, [BO] , when the ground field is C. We start with a birational map from the Hilbert scheme of two points on a K3 surface to theh Fano variety of lines and try to formulate the cycle-theoretic consequence of it, in terms of zero cycles on the Fano variety. It is also known, due to Hassett [Ha] that for a certain class of rational cubic fourfolds the Hilbert scheme is actually isomorphic to the Fano variety of lines.
To proceed in this direction of studying the zero cycles on the Fano variety of lines, we study algebraic cycles on symmetric powers of a smooth projective variety following Collino [Collino] , where the algebraic cycles on symmetric powers of a smooth projective curve was studied. It has been proved in [Collino] that the closed embedding of one symmetric power of a smooth projective curve into a bigger symmetric power of the same curve induces injective push-forward at the level of Chow groups. We follow this approach and try to understand the algebraic cycles on the blowup of Sym 2 S along the diagonal where S is a smooth projective surface. This blowup is the Hilbert scheme of two points on a smooth projective surface. Following Collino's approach we study a correspondence between the Hilbert scheme of two points on a surface and the strict transform the surface itself under the blowup along the diagonal. Our main result of this paper is the following: Let X be a smooth cubic fourfold in P 5 and let F (X ) be the 
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ALGEBRAIC CYCLES ON HILBERT SCHEMES
In this section we are going to prove the following. Let S be a smooth, projective algebraic surface. Consider the diagonal embedding of S into Proof. To prove the theorem we follow the approach as in [Collino] . First consider the correspondence Γ on Sym n X × Sym m X given by
where pr is the projection from X n to X m and π i is the natural quotient morphism from X i to Sym i X . Let f be the natural morphism from Sym n X to Sym n X and f ′ be the restriction of f to Sym m X , which is the
. Then a computation following [Collino] shows that Γ
, where j is the closed embedding of Sym m X into Sym n X . Here we can consider the pull-back by f × f ′ and by j × i d , because they are local complete intersection morphisms since we are considering monoidal transformations [Fu] [page 332, section 17.5]. Consider the following diagram.
This diagram gives us the following at the level of algebraic cycles.
by [Collino] , where Y is supported on Sym m X × Sym m−1 X , and ∆ is the
where
E is the exceptional locus, that is the pre-image of Z . So then by the Chow moving lemma, we can take the support of a zero cycle away from E ∩ Sym m X , which is a proper closed subscheme of Sym m X , and we get
where ρ is the open embedding of the complement of Sym m−1 X in Sym m X , and z 1 is supported on Sym m−1 X . Now consider the following commutative diagram with the rows exact.
Suppose that j * (z) = 0, by the above discussion we have ρ
Hence by the localisation exact sequence there exists z ′ such that j
So we have z ′ = 0 and hence z = 0. So we have the theorem.
Let S be a smooth projective algebraic surface. Let us consider the diagonal embedding of S into Sym 2 S and the embedding of S into Sym 2 S
given by s → [s, p] , where p is a fixed closed point on S. Let Sym 2 S be the blow up of Sym 2 S along the image of the diagonal embedding and let S be the strict transform of the other copy of S prescribed by the late embedding.
Corollary 2.2. The closed embedding of S into Sym 2 S induces injective push-forward homomorphism at the level of Chow groups of zero cycles.
Proof. Follows from 2.1. Sym 2 S is nothing but the Hilbert scheme of two points on S. The above corollary tell us in particular that the closed embedding of S into the Hilbert scheme of two points on a surface S induces injective push-forward homomorphism at the level of Chow group of zero cycles. Using the same technique we can prove that if we blow up the Hilbert scheme once again and consider the total transform of the surface S, then the closed embedding of the total transform in the blow-up gives rise to an injective push-forward homomorphism at the level of Chow group of zero cycles.
BLOW DOWN OF SYMMETRIC POWERS
In this section we are going to consider blow downs of Sym n X , for a smooth projective variety X , and consider the images of Sym m X under the blow down. Then we want to investigate the nature of the pushforward homomorphism induced at the level of Chow groups by the closed embedding of the blow down of Sym m X into the blow down of Sym n X . Proof. As before consider the correspondence Γ given by (π n ×π m )(Gr aph(pr )), where pr is the projection from X n to X m and π i is the natural morphism from X i to Sym i X . Let f denote the morphism from Sym n X to Sym n X , and f ′ its restriction to Sym m X . Consider the correspondence
, where j is the closed embedding of Sym m X into Sym n X . Now consider the following Cartesian square.
Then since we have above Cartesian square and f , f ′ are birational, we have that
Here i is the closed embedding of Sym 
where z 1 is supported on Sym m−1 X . Now consider the following commutative square with the rows exact. 
FANO VARIETY OF LINES ON A CUBIC FOURFOLD AND ALGEBRAIC

CYCLES
In this section we consider the cubic fourfolds and the Fano variety of lines on them. Suppose that the Fano variety of lines admit of a birational map from the Hilbert scheme of two points on a K3 surface S. The precise theorem is as follows. Proof. Let us consider the rational map from Hilb 2 (S) to F (X ). Let us resolve the indeterminacy of the rational map and we get a regular map
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a cubic fourfold. Let F (X ) denote the Fano variety of lines on X . Suppose that there exists a birational, dominant map from Hilb 2 (S), the Hilbert scheme of two points on a fixed surface S, to F (X ). Let S be the strict transform of S, under the Blow up from
where Hilb 2 (S) denote the Blow up of Hilb 2 (S) along the indeterminacy locus. Suppose that this locus is smooth and intersect a copy of S transvesally.
Then first we prove that the closed embedding S → Hilb 2 (S) gives an injective push-forward homomorphism at the level of Chow groups of zero cycles, here S is the strict transform of S under this blow-up. Let f 1 be the natural morphism from Hilb 2 (S) to Hilb 2 (S) and f ′ 1 be the restriction of it to S. Consider the correspondence Γ ′′ on Hilb 2 (S) × S given by
. Letĵ denote the closed embedding of S into Hilb 2 (S). Then as previous we have that Γ ′′ * ĵ * is induced by (
where E 1 is the intersection of the exceptional locus of the blow up Hilb 2 (S) → Sym 2 S with S and Y 1 is supported on S × P 1 . Then we have
HereÊ 2 is the intersection of the exceptional locusÊ of the blow up Hilb 2 (S) → Hilb 2 (S) withŜ. Then consider the open embedding of the complement ofŶ inŜ (whereŶ is a P 1 -bundle over P 1 , or a rational curve). Call it ρ.
We have by Chow moving lemma,
Here z 1 is supported on A. Consider the following commutative diagram where the rows are exact.
Suppose thatĵ * (z) = 0, then we have ρ * Γ ′′ * ĵ * (z) = 0, which gives ρ
is injective. So z ′ = 0, hence z = 0. Now we have a regular (generically finite) map from Hilb 2 (S) to F (X ) and let D denote the image ofŜ.
First we prove that D is a surface, that is the dimension does not drop under the blow-down from Hilb 2 (S) to F (X ). For that consider the universal family Similarly the strict transformsŜ p cover Hilb 2 (S), hence there exists onê S p , which is not contained in the blow-down locus of the map Hilb 2 (X ) → F (X ). The collection of p, such thatŜ p is contained in the blow-down locus is Zariski closed. Hence there exists p such that S p is not contained in the indeterminacy locus of the rational map Hilb 2 (S) → F (X ) and also not contained in the center of blow down of Hilb 2 (S) → F (X ). The image of thatŜ p is a surface. That is our D. Then we prove that the kernel of the push-forward homomorphism from CH 0 (D) to CH 0 (F (X )) is torsion. So let h be the closed embedding of D into F (X ) and g the map from Hilb 2 (S) to F (X ) and g ′ its restriction toŜ. Then consider the correspondence
and is equal to the fundamental cycle [Fu] [1.5] associated to (since g is birational and generically finite)
where E 3 is supported on the product (D ∩ B) × (D ∩ B) , B is the image of the blown down variety. So the above is equal to 
where z 1 is supported on g ′ (Ŷ ) (this is obtained by Chow moving lemma). Then consider the following commutative diagram with the rows exact.
is torsion since C is rational, tell us that z having torsion kernel. Then we push-down everything to F (X ), we get that the image ofĈ , inside F (X ), say C ′ , is such that the push-forward
) has torsion kernel. Now Consider an embedding of Sym 2 S into P N such that the general hyperplane section of S is nonrational. Now consider the family
Now given any p in S, the fiber of the projection H → S is nothing but the family of hyperplane sections of S p . A general such hyperplane section is non-rational, call it C t . As in the previous 
Let D be the smooth projective surface inside F (X ), such that the pushforward induced by the closed embedding j of D into F (X ) is torsion. This torsionness actually follows from the fact that the cycle ( D) . Consider also the image of the diagonal under this homomorphism and denote it by δ. Suppose
, where x is a closed k-point on X . The above would mean that the restriction of the cycle Therefore if we can prove that ker( j * ) is non-torsion then that would imply the CH 0 (D) is not universally trivial or the Fano variety is not birational to the Hilbert scheme of two points on a K3 surface.
It is worthwhile to mention that, in the paper [MS] , Shen proved that the universal line correspondence P on F (X ) × X gives rise to surjective homomorphism from CH 0 (F (X ) L ) to CH 1 (X L ) for all field extensions L/k. Here we prove something similar. Consider the base change of D, F (X ), by k(D), then as before we can prove that the embedding of D k(D) into F (X ) k (D) has torsion kernel at the Chow group of zero cycles. This follows from the observation that
So we can say that the pushforward has torsion kernel universally.
[Ha] 
